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besides the han chinese majority 55 other ethnic minority groups are categorized in present day china numbering
approximately 105 million people 8 mostly concentrated in the bordering northwest north northeast south and southwest but
with some in central interior areas china the group of 77 lists china as one of its members the chinese government provides
consistent political support to the g77 and has made financial contributions to the group since 1994 but it does not consider
itself to be a member china which has the largest population of any country in the world is composed of diverse ethnic and
linguistic groups the han are the largest group in china while the zhuang is the largest minority group the group of 77 third
south summit outcome document kampala uganda 21 22 january 2024 latest statements and speeches declaration of the
nam g77 and china joint coordinating committee demanding the exclusion of cuba from the unilateral list of countries that
allegedly sponsor terrorism and the lifting of all unilateral coercive measures the group of 77 g 77 was established on 15
june 1964 by seventy seven developing countries signatories of the joint declaration of the seventy seven developing
countries issued at the end of the first session of the united nations conference on trade and development unctad in geneva
while not invited to the group of 7 meeting china was still a major presence with the summit s final communiqué referencing
the country 28 times almost always as a malign force by david e china which has the largest population of any country in the
world is composed of diverse ethnic and linguistic groups the han are the largest group in china while the zhuang is the
largest minority group hakka ethnic group of china originally the hakka were north chinese but they migrated to south china
especially guangdong fujian jiangxi and guangxi provinces during the fall of the nan southern song dynasty in the 1270s the
han chinese are the largest ethnic group in china comprising approximately 92 of its mainland population they comprise
approximately 95 of the population of taiwan 92 in hong kong and 89 in macau more than 9 in every ten residents of the
republic of china are han chinese the ethnic group has a 91 59 of the overall chinese population descent the other 55 ethnic
groups make up the minority consisting 8 41 of the total population as per the national census of 2000 the ethnic groups
harmoniously share the vast nation of china while china s historical civilization dates to at least the 13th century b c first
under the shang to 1046 b c and then the zhou 1046 221 b c dynasties the imperial era of china began in 221 b c under the
qin dynasty and lasted until the fall of the qing dynasty in 1912 the han china s majority ethnic group the han people 汉人
hànrén are the world s largest ethnicity with one of the longest histories mysterious origins and many accomplishments they
are 91 of china s population and are also the dominant ethnic group of singapore besides han chinese who make up over 90
of china s population there are officially 55 minority ethnic groups living in china their costumes festivals and customs can
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be unique and colorful and are some of china s unique attractions there are 56 officially recognized ethnic groups the largest
is the han chinese numbering 900 million who reside in every region of the country the smallest group is the hezhen living in
the far northeast with fewer than 2 000 people as a large united multi national state china is composed of 56 ethnic groups
among them han chinese account for 91 59 of the overall chinese population and the 55 minority ethnic groups are
distributed extensively throughout different regions of china china officially recognizes 56 ethnic groups including the han
majority these groups are incredibly culturally diverse fifty three ethnic groups have their own language and 23 have their
own written language niamey june 18 reuters an armed group opposed to niger s ruling junta disabled a section of the
country s petrochina funded 601857 ss crude oil pipeline in an attack on sunday night it china has 56 ethnic groups 55
minorities and the dominant han the chinese ethnic minorities mainly live in the west southwest and northwest of china
associates of mexico s sinaloa cartel conspired with a money transmitting group linked to an underground banking system
operated by chinese nationals the u s department of justice said in a news group of 77 g 77 loose alliance of developing
countries established on june 15 1964 the name of the group derives from the 77 original signatories to the joint declaration
of the seventy seven countries at the conclusion of the united nations conference on trade and development unctad in
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list of ethnic groups in china wikipedia May 19 2024 besides the han chinese majority 55 other ethnic minority groups
are categorized in present day china numbering approximately 105 million people 8 mostly concentrated in the bordering
northwest north northeast south and southwest but with some in central interior areas
group of 77 wikipedia Apr 18 2024 china the group of 77 lists china as one of its members the chinese government
provides consistent political support to the g77 and has made financial contributions to the group since 1994 but it does not
consider itself to be a member
china events people dates flag map facts britannica Mar 17 2024 china which has the largest population of any
country in the world is composed of diverse ethnic and linguistic groups the han are the largest group in china while the
zhuang is the largest minority group
the group of 77 Feb 16 2024 the group of 77 third south summit outcome document kampala uganda 21 22 january 2024
latest statements and speeches declaration of the nam g77 and china joint coordinating committee demanding the exclusion
of cuba from the unilateral list of countries that allegedly sponsor terrorism and the lifting of all unilateral coercive measures
about the group of 77 Jan 15 2024 the group of 77 g 77 was established on 15 june 1964 by seventy seven developing
countries signatories of the joint declaration of the seventy seven developing countries issued at the end of the first session
of the united nations conference on trade and development unctad in geneva
it s not just russia china joins the g7 s list of adversaries Dec 14 2023 while not invited to the group of 7 meeting
china was still a major presence with the summit s final communiqué referencing the country 28 times almost always as a
malign force by david e
what are the major ethnic groups in china britannica Nov 13 2023 china which has the largest population of any
country in the world is composed of diverse ethnic and linguistic groups the han are the largest group in china while the
zhuang is the largest minority group
hakka history culture language britannica Oct 12 2023 hakka ethnic group of china originally the hakka were north chinese
but they migrated to south china especially guangdong fujian jiangxi and guangxi provinces during the fall of the nan
southern song dynasty in the 1270s
chinese people wikipedia Sep 11 2023 the han chinese are the largest ethnic group in china comprising approximately 92
of its mainland population they comprise approximately 95 of the population of taiwan 92 in hong kong and 89 in macau
the largest ethnic groups in china worldatlas Aug 10 2023 more than 9 in every ten residents of the republic of china are han
chinese the ethnic group has a 91 59 of the overall chinese population descent the other 55 ethnic groups make up the
minority consisting 8 41 of the total population as per the national census of 2000 the ethnic groups harmoniously share the
vast nation of china while
instagram the world factbook Jul 09 2023 china s historical civilization dates to at least the 13th century b c first under
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the shang to 1046 b c and then the zhou 1046 221 b c dynasties the imperial era of china began in 221 b c under the qin
dynasty and lasted until the fall of the qing dynasty in 1912
the han china s majority ethnic group china highlights Jun 08 2023 the han china s majority ethnic group the han people 汉人
hànrén are the world s largest ethnicity with one of the longest histories mysterious origins and many accomplishments they
are 91 of china s population and are also the dominant ethnic group of singapore
chinese ethnic groups minority people groups in china May 07 2023 besides han chinese who make up over 90 of
china s population there are officially 55 minority ethnic groups living in china their costumes festivals and customs can be
unique and colorful and are some of china s unique attractions
ethnic minorities in china asia society Apr 06 2023 there are 56 officially recognized ethnic groups the largest is the han
chinese numbering 900 million who reside in every region of the country the smallest group is the hezhen living in the far
northeast with fewer than 2 000 people
chinese ethnic groups han people and 55 ethnic minorities Mar 05 2023 as a large united multi national state china is
composed of 56 ethnic groups among them han chinese account for 91 59 of the overall chinese population and the 55
minority ethnic groups are distributed extensively throughout different regions of china
chinese ethnic groups the china guide Feb 04 2023 china officially recognizes 56 ethnic groups including the han majority
these groups are incredibly culturally diverse fifty three ethnic groups have their own language and 23 have their own
written language
niger group claims attack on china backed pipeline threatens Jan 03 2023 niamey june 18 reuters an armed group opposed
to niger s ruling junta disabled a section of the country s petrochina funded 601857 ss crude oil pipeline in an attack on
sunday night it
chinese ethnic groups ethnic groups in china china discovery Dec 02 2022 china has 56 ethnic groups 55 minorities
and the dominant han the chinese ethnic minorities mainly live in the west southwest and northwest of china
sinaloa cartel used chinese banking group to launder 50m Nov 01 2022 associates of mexico s sinaloa cartel
conspired with a money transmitting group linked to an underground banking system operated by chinese nationals the u s
department of justice said in a news
group of 77 g 77 britannica Sep 30 2022 group of 77 g 77 loose alliance of developing countries established on june 15
1964 the name of the group derives from the 77 original signatories to the joint declaration of the seventy seven countries
at the conclusion of the united nations conference on trade and development unctad in
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